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SUMMARY
The Worid Gliding Championships for 2001, in which

nineteen countries were €xpected to participate, was host-
ed by South Africa. This event took place over the central
interior of South Africa and bas€d from Mafikeng in the
Northwest Province. Mafikeng is approximarely 350km to
the west ofJohannesburg and l5km south of the Botswana
border. Following the pre-world gliding championships of
Dec€mber 2000 a number of gaps in the met€orological
observation network were noted. ln order to bridge some
of these gaps the South African Weather Service (SAWS)
made a concentrated effort to upgrade and implement
t€chnology as far as finances and human resources would
allow.

In this paper attention will be given to several aspects
with regard to the facilities at Mafikeng in December 2001.
First of all gen€ral climatological statistics will be provided
describing soaring weather in Mafikeng. This will be fol-
lowed by a description of the changes and improvemenis
made in order to provide the area with enough real rime
data to makeweath€r for€casts feasibte. Aspecrssuch as the
AWS network and instrumentation, available satellit€
imagery, numerical weather prediction model outpur,
information technology and upper-air data will be
addressed.

In addition to the conventional radiosonde instrumenta
iion package used to obiain information on the state of the
upper atmosphere, a nery experimental method - called
the glidersonde - will also be introduced at the Mafikeng
championship. The glid€rsonde is a small unpoh'ered
autonomous sailplane that carries meieorological sensors
for the collection of atmospheric data in comparable
method to a a radiosonde. The glidersonde has a wingspan
of less than two m€ters and an appioximarely total flying
weight of 1.8 kilograms. Th€ glidersonde contains a clobal
Positioning System (CPS) receiver and a small microcom-
puter used in deiermining relaiive position and making
navigation d€cisions. The glidersonde is carried aloft by a
conventional gas-fill€d balloon and measures pressure,
temperature, humidity and position data as it ascends. Ata
present altitude, the glidersonde releases itself from the
balloon. The aircraft naturally flies to a level attitude and
the autonomous navigation system steers it to rhe home or
alternative location. After reaching the home location, the
glider circles while descending. Ar a preset altirud€ above
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giound, a parachute deploys and the glidersonde is recov-
€red. Th€ vehicle can then be reused.

The last partof the paper focuses on thedifferent param
eters for for€casting thermal soaring. The Mafikeng area is
influenced by a tough line which marks the boundary
between dry desert air to the southwest and humid air to
the northeast- Along ihis air mass boundary, large cumu-
lonimbus ciouds often form p.oducing ext€nsive thunder,
storms. This is the typical summer weather pattein mark
ing the rainy season in the interior ofSouth Africa. The air-
field is at.t200 ft above sea level, however the teirain is
basically flat. Virtually all thermals in this area are purely
convective. The area is characterized by high{nergy air in
summer and forecasiing the start of convection (and the
lirst over-development) is v€ry much like putting a pot of
water on a cooker and trying to predict where the firstbub-
ble wiil pop up. The forecasting task in this area is thus not

INTRODUCTION
The World Glid'ng Championship (WGC) for 2001, in

which nineteen countries are expected to parricipate, will
be hosted by South Africa. This €v€nt, scheduled for
Decemb€r 18-31, 2001 will take pla.e over the cenrral inre-
rior of South Africa and be based from Mafikeng in rhe
Northwest Province. Mafikeng is approximately 350 km ro
the west ofJohannesburg and 15 km south of the Botswana
border (see Figure 1). The airfield of Mafikeng is about 10
km west of the town and has a 1.5 km paved suiface.
American aircraft used the airfield in the pasr and with an
elevation of 4200 ft a fairly lont runway is needed to get a
fully laden Starlifter airborne, hence the pav€d surface.

Soaring weather in South Africa
In order to give a general idea of the climatic conditions

in Mafikeng for the month of December, th€ following sta,

Figurc 1 Provinoal map of Soulh Africa
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tistics are available for a 25 year period:

Maximum Tempeiatur€: 30.7 degrees C
Minimum Tempemture: 16.8 d€grees C
Dew point deprcssion at 14.00 SAST 5 degees C
Rainfall 67 mm
Days with rain 9

Cloud cove|Ioctas

The Mafikeng area is influenced by a trouth line which
marks the boundary between dry desert air to the south-
west and humid air to the northeast. Alont this air mass
boundar', larSe cumulonimbus clouds often form produc-
ing extensive thunderstorms. This is the typical summer
weath€r pattern marking the rainy season in th€ interior of
South Afiica.

The airfield is at.1200 ft above sea level; however, the ter-
rain is basically flat. The ground gradually rises 1000 ft or
so to the east and falls tfadually to around 3500 ft to the
west of Mafikeng. The Vryburg road, which heads south
west from Mafikeng, is tundamentally the dividing line
between the more fertile farmint land to the east and drier
progressively desert like terrain to th€ west. This arid area
provides some excell€nt soaring conditions vr'ith cloud
base heights averaging around 6500 ft, althouth cloud
bases as high as 13000 ft and more are not uncommon in
the area.

Mafikeng airfield itself is situated in a slight hollow and
is srrrounded by several small dams and rivers. The water
table at the airfield is fairly high. As a result it is often nec
essary to tip toe out of the Nlafikeng ar€a on the first let of
th€ task before getting into the truly excellent soaring con-
ditions in the surrounding area. For the same reasons ther-
mals inthe immediate vicinity ofthe airfield tend todieout
earlier than in the sunounding areas and care should be
taken on the final glide into Mafikeng, particularly when
arriving late.

virtually all thermals in this area are of a purely convec-
tive nature. Th€ area is characterized by hith-energy air in
summer. Forecasting the start of convection (and the first
overnevelopment) is verymuch like puttint a potofwater
on a cooker and trying to predict where th€ first bubbles
will appear.

Care should be taken when flying near or around thun-
derstorms. Ihe area immediately ahead of a strong thun-
derstorm is often marked by a gust front with extremely
high wind velocities- Likeh'ise the area behind the storm is
usually cool and wet from the precipitation and therefore
void of any thermal activity.

The previous day's rainfatl has a very signidcant influ-
ence on thestart, as well as the strength of the present day's
thermal activity. Before thermal activity can commence for
the day, the ground first needs to be dried in order for ihe
necessary dew point d€pression to be reached.

Mike Young participated in the glidint championship in
Mafikeng in 2000 and offers his opinio (Young [1]) about
soaring weather in Mafikeng:

''Leafing through the pages of my gliding logbook, out of
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,10 days of possible flying from Mafikeng only a couple of
days have been lost because of bad weather. For the com-
petition to be successful, the key ingredient, the weathet
does not have to b€ good, but just a normal mix ofSA con-
ditions will be sufficient."
Soaring information needed in Mafikeng

ln other countries around th€ world, soarint weather f€a-
tures include: valley/mountain winds, sea breezes, moun-
tain waves, slope soarint, ridte soarin& wave lift and
frontal lift (Pagen [2]). Although most of these conditions
also apply in South Africa, most of them are only applica-
ble in other parts of the country with mountainous terrain
like the Drakensberg (southeastern parts) and in the
Southwestern Cape. In lvlafikent - wher€ the terrain is
mostly flat - the conditions which play a role in the soar-
ing weather are: convergence linet thunderstorm outflow
boundaries, cloud streett man made heat sources (mines)
and thermal waves.

Synoptic features which are looked at will be: areas of
higher pressure gradient winds, location of frontal systems
and otherair mass boundaries, enerSy of th€ air mass, dew
points and visibility. From the upper-air sounding the fol-
lowint parameters will be determined: the depth of dry
adiabatic layer, moisture content, depth of instability, dew
point depression at inversion and humidity above convec-
tion level. ln addition to these observed parameters,
numerical weather prediction model output will be uti-
lized to predict the weather for th€ followint two days to
give the competitors an idea of the weather in the near
tuture.
The Meteorological Service

Forecasting (e.9. during the pre-World Championships)
was quite difficult due to the South African Weather
Service (SAWS) havint to reduce the number of weather
stations to the west of Mafikeng as well as the number of
balloon ascents because ofbudget cuts. Fortunately, the sit-
uation is different for the World Gliding championships of
this year. A number of improvements have been made in
order to deliver a good service to the glidinS community
for the World Championships, which include:
A Cofrnuni.ation

The Mafikeng weather Offic€ is linked to the SAws
Fnme/Relay WAN for its meteorological data feed which
is currently running over a kilobit per second Diginet
line. This setup proved to beadequate for the SAFARI2000
event in Pietersburg which made use of the sam€ infra-
structur€. The local LAN will be ext€nded with a radio
bridge toa HUB in th€ forecasting of6ce (closer to thebri€f-
ing facilities) on the airfield in Mafikeng.

A radio link will be install€d between the Mafikeng
Automatic weather Station (AlvS) and a laptop PC toalloh'
the forecaster to interrotate the AWS from for example, the
start line. AwS communication at three of the stations will
take place through cell phone technology. This methodolo
gy was developed locally by South African data technolo-
gists. A processor is connected to the AWS log8er, extracts
the necessary data for SYNOPS and METARS and then
sends a Short Nlessage Service (SN{S) to the r^,eather of6ce.
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,

Cell phon€s are used on both sides of the communication,
i.€. at the AWS and at the office. The main advantage of this
system is the reduction ofcosts- it cuts the monthly costs
down to R37 (using cell phone SMSS) compared to R300
(using the normal telephone line). The other advantage is
the fact that the communication is much more reliable and
accurat€ than when normal telephone lines which are often
struck by lightning.

The MeCIS software and downloader will be iunning
on a 1.2 Ghz AMD processor system with lT display.
Types of data display will include: real time sarellite
images, radar imafs, mrmeiical weather prediction model
data, upper air data clisplays, synoptic dara displays any
ASCII message and MElARS.
B. Availabl€ data input
SURFACE OBSERVATIONS

The eighteen AWSS relevent to the championships area
are: Van Zylsrus, Kathu, Postmasbur& KurumarL Pomfret,
Kimberley Weather Office, Taung, Mafikeng Weather
Office, Bloemhot lichtenburg, Klerksdorp, Welkom,
Ventersdorp, Potchefstroom, Pilansberg, Btoemfontein
WeatherOffice, Vryburg and Ottosdai (Figure 2). Sixteen of
the stations are existing stations of which thirteen need€d
to be upgraded to provid€ humidity measurements
through new temperature and humidity sensors. A cheap
er than normal temperature and humidity sensor was
obtained from Holland and after intensive testing was
found suitable for use in South Africa. The other rwo sta-
tions (temporary installations at Vryburg and Ortosdal)
have also been equipped with new temperature and
humidity sensor.

Al1 the AWSS h'ill be equipped to measure:
. Pressure (by means of a Vaisala or Hon€y'h'€ll sensor). Temperature (by means of Vaisala and Dutch sensors
EE205)
. Humidity (bymeans ofVaisala and Durch sensorsEE205)
. Wind direction and speed (by means of a R.M. young

. Rainfall (by means of a iipping bucket rah gauge).
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SATELLITE IMAGBRY lhttp://www.eumetsat.de/]
Satellite observations are an essential input to numeri-

cal weather prediction systems and also assist rhe human
forecaster in the diagnosis of potentially hazardous wearh-
er developments. EUMETSAT is an intergovernmental
organization created through an international convention
agreed by 17 European Member Srates. EUMETSAT geo-
stationary satellite programs include the continuation of
th€ current Meteosat system until at least the year 2003
with a Meteosat Second Ceneration (MSG) sysrem und€r
development for continuation and improvement of th€
service well into the next decade. The Meteosatsysrem pro,
vid€s continuous and reliable meteoroiogical observations
from space to a large user community.

Images of the globe are taken routinely by EUMETSAT
Meieosat satellites from a geostationary orbir about 36000
km above the equator Currendy EUMETSAT operates
Meteosat satelli tes at 0 degr€es longitude and ar 63 degrees
E. The images (in thr€e spectral channels: Visible, Infiared
and Water Vapor) are taken on a half hourly basis and,
after processing at their control center in Darmstadt, are re-
disseminated via the satellites to the user community.

In Mafikeng the forecaster will be making use of
Nleteosat imag€s (ofall three channels) overlaid with a cIS
background in order to see how the cloud patterns relate to
the geography of the surface.
NUMERICAL WEATHER PREDICTION MODEL
OUTPUT

Output from two numerical weather prediction models
will be used during the WCC 2001:

The rcgional Eta model:
The local v€rsion of the National C€nrers for

Environmental Prediction (NCEP) ta coordinate, srep-
mountain Eta model (Mesinger et al. [3]; Black [,1]; Black et
al. [5];Janiic [6l' Rogers et al. [7], Rogers etal. [8], Rogers et
al. [9], together with a matching data assimilation system,
has been running operationally at he South African
Weather Service since November 1993 (Pootman et al. [10].
Thee Eta system provides regional, short ran8e foiecast
guidance to forecasting offic€s with several other internal
and external clients. The Eta modeling system is upgraded
regularly at h€ SAWS with the larest Era upgrade ai rhe
SAWS having become opeiational on 30 November 1999.
Currently the modei operates at-18 km horizontal resolu
tion with 33 levels in the vertical.

There are two operational runs of the Eta system to ,18

hours every day ai 002 and 122 following i2-hour clata
assimilation process with a 3-hour analysis/forecast cycle.
The analysis system is the NCEP three dimensional varia,
tionai (3DVAR) scheme. Preliminary guess fields for the
initial analysis at F12h are provid€d by the in house cSM
model (s€e below), orby an NCEP global analysis fiom the
G'fS, while guesses for the subsequent analyses ar€ 3-hour
forecasts from the Eta model itself. Observations are
included from a 3 hour lt'indow around each anatvsis rime.
lhe global CSM model:

The SAWS operates two Cray supercomputerr a J 90
(sinceSeptember 1996) and an SV 1 (since November 1999).

Fqure 2 Lo.al'.n or rh€ AWSs I the Malileng area
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This computing power permits runnint two general circu-
lation models for longer range applicarions. One ofthese is
theT126version ofthe National Centers for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) global spectral model, implemented
locally as the Global Spe$ral Model (GSM).

The GSM model was developed at NCEP (Sela [11]) for
global medium-range forecasts.. The T126 version is used
at the SAWS for twice-daily forecasts to 168 hours ahead
and is utilized locally for two-week for€casts. The horizon-
tal grid of 384 by 192 points has a resolution of about 100

km, or 1xl degree. The vertical coordinate is the terrain-fol-
lowing siSma parameter with 28 unevenly spaced sigma
levels.

Operational software packates for display and applica-
tion of NWP products will be:
. PCGRIDDS Ihttp:/ /www.lib.noaa.gov/pcgridds/a-
b.htmll,
. crADS [http:/ /www.ites.orglgrads/ ],
.BUFKIT Ihttp: / / tgsv5.nws.noaa.tov / erlbuf/ bufkit/
bulkitdocs.htmll and
. RAOD lhttp:/ /wwwraob.com]
UPPER AIR DATA

Radiosonde obseflations are a vital component of our
atmospheric observations system. They Provide most of
th€ data Llsed for atmospheric analysis at levels other than
the surface. The data normally includes pressure, tempera-
ture, humidity, latitude and longitude. The usual method
of deployment is to launch the radiosonde attached to a

hydrogen balloon, and then receive the data via radio
transmission until the balloon bursts and/or drifts out of
range. Once the balloon bursts, the small (0.3 kg) instru-
ment package falls to the ground. The instrument Packate
is considered expendable, and is not usually recovered

because the cost of recovery tenerally exceeds the cost of
the package itself.

Once daily pressurq tempemture/ humidity upPer air
soundings will be done at Mafikeng during the chamPi
onship using a normal radiosonde with Vaisala ground
equiment, balloon filling equipment and hydrogen from
AFROX. The SAWS has asked the Botswana meteorological

Services to make a sp€cial effort to make the Gaborone
upper-air sounding data available to the championship
due to the importance of this type of data.

While radiosonde packages are consideied expendable.
the cost is certainly not negligible. With the recent shift
from OMECA to Global Positioning System (CPS) naviSa-
tion technology the cost of one instrument package has

nearly doubled. Worldwide more than 1000 expendable
sondes are launched daily with a total daily expenditure
worldwide of about $100,000- Should a full conversion to
GPS systems occur, the daily costs will increase to apprcx-
imately $200,000 worldwide. This is a significant cost
increase for many weather services to absorb.

The ideal solution would be a r€usable vehicle that is

launched in a manner consistent with current practice (i.e.

byballoon) but would return to the launch site or to anoth-
er recovery sit€. This would allow the reuse of the vehicle
and the instrumentation, and a subsequent siSnificant
reductron in the cost of the operation. To ptovide an
expanded distribution the ideal device would need to be

designed to the lowest possible acquisition cost. This con-
c€pt will provide the weather service with a fletible means

to balance the trade-off between the accuracy of prediction
and the cost constrains for daily pr€dictions and lesearch
efforts. Additionally, given the large numbers of devices
launched daily, the negative environmental impact of the
disposable devices would be eliminated.
THF. GLIDERSONDE CONCEPT (Howard et al. I12l)

The concept for a recoverable or reusable sonde vr'as first
proposed by Dean Lauritsen of the National Center for
Atmospheric Research (NCAR). In Patent Number:
5,186,,118 granted on February 16 1993, Lauriten proposed
developing a recoverable radiosonde that would fly back
to its launch point or suitable location with the vehicle
guidance durint descent utilizing a CI'S based navigation
control system.

Since 1999theSAWS has had research involvement in the
glidersonde project of the National sever€ Storms
Laboratory (NSSL) in Norman, oklahoma. Two subse'
quent visits to the USA made the exchange of ideas and

r reirn!irk' er(rtshe flnrn
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expertise possible and since then extensive development of
the concept has culminated in a locally developed, experi-
mental system which will b€ used at WGC in Mafikeng.

The current local experimental systems to be incorporat-
ed into the design include:
A. lnstrumentation pa.kage

Data recovery .an Lale one or hdo {orms:
- The data can be stored internally in re writable memo-

ry and download€d after the vehicle is recovered.
- Alternatively (as beint us€d in Mafikent) the glider

carries a standard Vaisala RS80 radiosonde. The data is
then telemetered to the Vaisala ground equipment as for
any normal radiosonde sounding.

The data collection is equivalent in both accuracy and
continuity to a standard radiosonde sounding. However,
employing th€ Glidersonde vehicle, the meteorological
sensor package is safely returned to be utilized again. The
Glidersonde has the potential to augment many ofthe cur-
rent radiosonde systems around the world, and would
allow most countries to increase substantially both the fre-
quency of soundings and the mrmber of observing sites.
B. Navigation system

A schematic diagram of a complete Glidersonde is
shown (not to scale) in Figure 3:

Navigation is based on GPS using a carmin hand held
CPS unit to determine position, ground track and required
heading. The GPS unit provides RS232 communication of
the National Marine Electronics Association (NMEA) pro-
tocol data to a GPS servo ddvea which translates rhe head-
ing information to rudder servo position and steers the air-
craft along the required flithr parh. Active srabitity of the
aircraft is achieved by using a gyro to control the roll axis
and a piloFtube to control the spe€d of the glider using the
elevator to achieve best glide and in so doing controlling
the pitch axis. This concept is in everyday use on tull size
gliders.
C. Conhol actuators (servos)

The conhol surfaces (rudder , elevator and ailerons) as
well as the balloon and parachute release mechanisms are
driven by standard radio control servos- These servos are
basically a motor driven pot which moves a control arm
connected to the control surface. Servos require a constant
5V to operate and the s€rvo position is determin€d by a
digital duty cycle.
D. Power supply

The instrument package, navigation system and radio
control equipment all operate on different voltag€s.
Therefore in order to use a single power source (to save
weight and space) a simple power supply is used to pro-
vide the required voltages from a 2.1Ah, 18 V lithium-ion
battery.
E. Recovery system

There are rwo recovery systems available for rhe glider,
sonde. The first consists of a parachute (mounted on the
glider's center of gravity) which depioys when the aircraft
is 150 ft above the ground. This system was developed to
allow the operation of ihe glidersonde by personnel not
skilled in radio control flight. The second system compris-
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es a tull radio control system allowing a pilot on the
ground to take over control from the navitation system
and land the tlider in an appropriate place and manner.
The latter s)stem will be used rn \4afikeng.
F. Airframe

The airframe used for the glidersonde is an off the shelf
radio control kit of a 1/6 scale Fox glider. The glider con-
sists of a fibre-glass tuselage and tailplane. The wings are
made of polystyrene foam covered with fibre glass and
obechi veneer. It has a wing span of iust under 2 m and a
wing loading of25 oz p€r square foot.
The glidersonde mission

The tail of the glidersonde is attached to a gas filled
w€ather balloon and carried aloft to a present altitude
where a servo triggers the release mechanism and the glid-
er is detached from the balloon and dives unril sufficient
airspeed is achieved. As a backup to the system the pres-
sure is monitored continuously and if it were to increas€
(implying that the balloon has burst premateiy) rhe rel€ase
mechanism would also be triggered so as to rid the glider
ofstring and balloon debris. Once the glider is ftee from rhe
balloon it stabilizes itself, establishes where it is relative to
home and proceeds to navigate home. The glider would
then circle above the home point until it reaches 150 ft
when the pamchute would be deployed or rhe RC pilot
takes over control. Should the aircraft not reach the home
point for whatever reason the parachute will be deployed
at 150 ft regardless of the aircraft location. Recov€ry woutd
then be done using a homing system.

Figure 4 The glide€onde mission

The glider forecast
The forecast required for this event is a mesoscale fore-

cast which covers an area from 25 b 295 and 22 to 27E.
Each morning by 06002 the task setting ream will be
informed as to which area is the most suitable to complete
the tasks safely. By 08002 therc will be a follow up on the
for€cast and the tum points for the task will be finalized.

Forecast products requir€d at hourly intervals:
. Time when the first thermals will rcach 3000 frACL, ro

the nearest 15 minutes
. Cloud amount
. Satellite imatery
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Cloudless thermals

Max heitht of dry adiabatic
lapse rate

1km
2km
3km

Mean rate of climb

1.0 m/s
2.0 m/s
3.0 m/s

Cloud-capped thermals 1km
2km
3km

'1.2 n /s
2.4'J]./s
3.6 m/s

:loud-capped thermals
,ir'ith cold advection
Jccurring

1km
2km
3km

1.5 m/s
3.0 m/s
a.5 m/s

. Cloud base

. Thermal strength which is related to cloud base as

shown in Table 1.:
. Surface temperaturc
. Surface dew point
. Wind speed and direction p to 16000 ft
. Tim€ and location of the fiIst overievelopment, to the

nearest 15 minutes and 20 km
. Dir€ction of movement of storms
. Time and location of subsequent over -development
The fore.ast needs to bemonitored on a continuousbasis

until approximately 16002 so that any hazardous weather
can be communicated to the team managers. In addition to
the daily forecast, the competitors will also receive a basic
five day outlook forecast and a detailed for€cast for the
next day.
Conclusion

For the first time in 27 years South Africa has the oPPor-
tunity to hosta huge international gliding event. The South
African Weather Service has shown its commitment to Pro-
vide an excellent service. Despite diffculties with finances
and ;nfaasiructure an enormous effort has been made to
provide the maximum amount of surface and uPPer air
dat4 a sufficient number ofcommunication lines and good
quality forecasts. In the light of the excellent soaring weath-
er in this county, it is to be hoped that the World Gliding
championship could again be held in South Africa in the
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